SCORING OFF
THE RUSH NHL

GOAL DATA
CATEGORIZATION
The 1349 even strength goals are broken down in to:
1. Rushes (443 goals)
2. Turnovers (423 goals)
3. Offensive zone play. (483 goals)
The 443 goals scored in rushes are broken down in six categories:
1. Equal strength rush (106 goals)
2. Odd man rush (76 goals)
3. Short-hand rush (94 goals)
4. Breakaway (41 goals)
5. Rush from behind opponent’s goal line (54 goals)
6. Rebound. (74 goals)
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RUSH – NUMERICAL ADVANTAGE

RUSH BREAK-AWAY

ROYAL ROAD
The Royal Road is considered a line that goes directly through the middle of the ice from one net to the other. It separates the ice into two equal parts. A puck crossing this imaginary line immediately preceding a shot
increases a shooters scoring opportunity by over 10 times. This is because goalies have limitations to their movements and while laterally tracking they are forced to open up. Chris Boyle reviewed NHL footage and found a
pattern.
These high percentage opportunities were labeled Green goals because they do not allow the goaltender to gain half a second of clear sight prior to the release.
Green goals account for 76% of all goals reviewed. These shots are high percentage opportunities and fit into seven different criteria: passes across the Royal Road, screens, one-timers on the same side of the Royal Road,
broken plays, possession across the Royal Road, deflections, green rebounds. A pass across the Royal Road be- low the top of the face-off circles account for 22% of all goals.
If a goaltender cannot view the puck it decreases his chances for success, 10% of green goals are scored with a screen.
One-timers on the same side of the Royal Road These are plays that generally originate from behind the net and are quick passing plays to a shooter in the slot on the same side of the royal road. Broken plays can cause havoc
for goaltenders because they set for a situation that can be altered by a quick change in puck direction. Passes or shots that deflect off a skate/stick into the net. Both situations consists 9% from green goals. Remaining green
goals are scored from possession across the Royal Road, deflections, and green rebounds. Each of these categories contains 8% from green goals.
Possession across the Royal Road, a shot from above the face-off circles and no lateral movement will results in around a 3% chance to score.
If the attacking forward is able to cross the royal road through the slot, his chances increase to 33%.
Deflections are extremely challenging because they initially present themselves as a red shot. A goaltender sets for the initial path and plane but when they are altered, the maximum coverage becomes compromised
A green rebound is any scoring opportunity that comes off a goaltender that originated from the green shots listed above..
Green opportunities account for over three quarters of all goals scored in this study, yet they only account for one quarter of all shots taken during a typical NHL game.
To put that in perspective, during an average 30 shot NHL game a team will take 22-23 Red shots.
Red Shots are low percentage shots on net where goaltender has more than a half a second to see the shot. Goaltenders have an extremely high success rate with these opportunities because without lateral movement across the
Royal Road or significant pre- shot movement, they are able to set angle, depth and create strong visual attachment to the puck. At this point the shooter is relying on either a perfect shot or goaltender in- competence for
success. Only 18% of goals were scored in this situation.
Red Rebounds are possible entirely because of goaltender failure. They differ from green rebounds because of the nature of the initial shot. All rebound opportunities have a higher probability of success.
An area created by starting from the center of the net and creating a line towards where the boards and centerline connect defines a yellow shot. At the intersection of where this and the vertical Royal Road intersects, we
connect them to form a triangle. A yellow shot is defined by any red shot that takes place inside this triangle. It isn’t easy to skate into this area without being forced to cut laterally or wide and because of this, they only occur
once or twice every 2-3 games.
The yellow shot is preferred to a red shot because of the proximity to the scoring zone in the slot area. As a result, it has a 300% greater success rate than the red shot, but without the benefit of deceiving the goaltender with
pre-shot movement or reducing a goal-tenders visibility, the success rate is below the preferred green shot.

